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ABSTRACT

PERSONNEL BUS ROUTING PROBLEM; FORMULATION 
AND SOLUTION METHOD

Fatma Gzara
M.S. in Industrial Engineering 

Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Mustafa Ç. Pınar 
June, 1997

In Uiis ihesiK, wc tackle the problem laced by many comptuiies who ofF(M· 
tra,iis|)ortation services to their personnel. We would reler to it as the Personnel 
Bus Houting Problem. The transportation services olfered i'('(|uire a fleet 
of vehicles and a set of routes to daily transport personnel back and forth 
fi’om the compan.y to their residences. Hence, tlui prol)lem ol designing a 
(.ra,n.s|)orta.tion service system consists ol three related subprobh'ins: determine 
bus stops, assign residents to these stops and generate routes that visit the 
bus sto|)s. The problem is significantly more com|)licat('d than comnuitional 
vehichi routing problems. It is compounded by several (actors such as the 
heti'rogeneity of the fleet of vehicles, and the system efficiency that is measurcid 
by the transportation costs as well as by the level of personnel satisfaction. 
IVIoreover, the problem size is large because of the number of persomu'l to be 
scvrviced at a time and the dispersion of their residences on a larg(' g(X)graphica.l 
area. We present in this thesis a multi-objective formulation of the probh'vn 
and develop a heuristic method to generate solutions to it. 'The lieuristic 
solution method is composed of two parts. A clustering pari, where clusters are 
generated each of which is to be serviced l)y one vehicle. In the s('cond |)art, 
l)us stops are located, residents are assigned to these bus sto|)s, a.nd routes are 
constructed simultaneously.

Key words: Bus Routing, Clustering, Ifranch and Bound, Ihniristics.
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ÖZET

PERSONEL OTOBÜS ÇIZELGELEME PROBLEMİ: 
FORMÜLASYON VE ÇÖZÜM YÖNTEMİ

Fatma Gzara
Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Mustafa Ç. Pınar 

Haziran, 1997

Ihı tez galışmasında birçok iinnanın personeline sunduğu ulaijim servislerinin 
optiımıın çalujtınlrnası problemi ele ahnmı.5tır. Bu probleme Personel Otoln'is 
pizelgeleme Problemi adı verilmif?tir. Ulaşım servisleri l)ir otobüs filosu ile belli 
gü/.('rgahlar üzerinde şelıir ile firma arasinda çalışırlar. Sistemin tasarımında 
üç ka.ra.r aşaması bulunur: otobüs duraklarının belirlenmesi, personelin bn 
duraklara dağıtımı ve güzergah seçimi. Bu özellikler |)roblemi literatürde çok 
çalışılmış araç çizelgeleme probleminden daha karmaşık hale gc'tirir. Ayrıca 
karar mekanizmaları otobüslerin ekonomik işletimine ek olarak sistc'ini kıılhuıan 
çalışanların da memnuniyetini dikkate almak zorundadır. Bir diğer zorluk ise 
otobüs filosunda değişik tipte araçlar bulunmasıdır. Bütün bu kısıtlar altinda 
büyük ölçekli bir karar problemine varılır. Bu tez çalışmasında problemin çok 
amaçlı lıir formülasyonu ve sezgisel bir çözüm yöntemi önerilmiştir. Çözüm 
yöntemi iki aşamalıdır. Birinci aşama bir gruplama aşamasıdır. Bu aşamada, 
duraklar her liiri bir araç tarafından ziyaret edilecek şekildi' gru|)lanır. İkininci 
aşamada, durakların içinden kullanıma, açılacak olanlar seçilir, çalışanlar bu 
duraklara dağıtılır ve en iyi güzergah seçimi yapılır.

Anahtar sözcükler: Araç Çizelgeleme, Gruplama, Dal ve Sınır Metodu, 
Sezgisel Yöntemler.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Inspired from a real-life probK'in proposc'd by an electronics company in 
the < ity of Ankara, we defiiu' tin' Personiud Bus Routing Problem (PBRP), 
propose a comprehensive mul!.i-ol)jec tive matlKmiaXical formulation, and devise 
a. heuristic solution method to g('u<'iate solutions to tin- mathematical model.

Many com])a.nies offer transportation services to their personnel. The 
service can be described as follows: At. the begiiming of each working day, 
vehicles start at the compcuiy, traxause a sp('ci(ied itiu('ia.ry, pick up employees 
at the assigned bus stops, and go back to the com|)a.uv. Similarly, at the end 
of the working day, vehicles |)ick up (miploy('es from th(' firm and following the 
revers(' itinerary, drop them at the assigned Inis stops. Offering such a service 
requires a fleet oi vehicles and a set of routes to daily transport personnel 
back and forth from the compcuiy to their rc'sidences. 'I'lie problem is then to 
determine a set of bus stops, assign employees to these bus stops, and generate 
routes that visit the located l)us sto|)s. VV(' call tliis |)ioblem the “personnel 
bus routing problem”.

VVe classify the PBRP as a. class ol the family of vc'liicle routing problems 

(VRP), that belongs to the category of location routing problems (LRP). 
Location routing problems are vehicle routing probhuns that require both 
routing and location decisions whc'ie location divisions affect the routing



decisions and vice-versa. Vehicle routing inobh'ins arise in a large number of 
practical situations concerning tin' distribution of conimodities. Both vehicle 
routing problems and location louting problems are diliicult problems and are 
in most of the instances NP-luu d problems excc|)t for some well-defined cases. 
As a result, most of the work done on VHP’s and LHP’s has been concerned 
with building heuristics.

The PBRP is a large-scale [rioblem and is d(dined on a large geographical 
residential area. Moreover, it lias a multi-objective nature. The main objectives 
of interest are employees’ satislaction with the trans|)oi tation services they get 
and total routing costs. In addilion, one main distinction of the problem 
we consider is the heterogeneity ol tlu' Ih'cd. ol vcdiiclcs. Very few studies 
in lh(' literature ol vidiicle routing and location I'ou liug problems assumed 
heterogeneous fleet.

In this thesis, wc' present a mathematical formulation that encompasses 
all the objectives of tin' РИКР and that also assunx's a heterogeneous fleet 
of vehicles. Moreover, the math(miatical formnlat.ion is characterised by its 
generality for it can easily be a.dapt.i'd to cover other vai'iants of the problem. 
We then develop a two-phase iK'uristic algorithm basi'd on this formulation. 
The solution methodology is of tlx' type clustiu-first loute-second. In phase 
one, clusters of bus stops aic' gimeratc'd via a branch and bound heuristic 
algorithm developed to solve a structur'd gc'iu'i alized assignment problem. The 
branch and bound algorithm ha.s the following main characteristics.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

• It uses the idecis of the tr('(' search algoritlims for the set partitioning 

problem.

• It uses column generation itc'iatively to form potc'iitial clusters.

• It is powerful in the sense t hat many r('alistic ront (' constraints and cost 
functions can be handh'd easily.

• It succeded in producing cluster shapes that ap|)ro.ximate routes by using 

the diflferent distance measures that we pro|)os('.
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• It handles fleet homogeneity as well as liel.i'iogf'iK'ity equally.

• It can easily be adapted to solve' local ion |)rol)lems such as the capacitated 
facility location problem.

Phase two concerns locating bus stops, allocating c'lnployees to these bus 
stops, and constructing bus routes on <'acli of the « lusters independently. 
The main part of the routing algoiit,lun is an in)|)r«n('ment scheme that we 
propose to improve th«' (|uality ol the I'ouliug solution. I he proposed solution 
methodology is implementeel and t«'st('d with data. IVom a real-life problem. 
'I'lie tests are conduct«'«! to va.li«lat«' th«' solution m«'i hodology, to test the 
pfriorman«:e of the clusteiing an«l r«)uting algoi ithu)s. and to test the impact 
of different algorithmic strategies on th«' s«)lutions olilaiiied.

The organization of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, the related 
literature on the vehi«:le routing pioblern is ix'vicw«'«!. Then, the characteristics 
of the PBRP are discussed through a «■«)mparison vvil h v«'hicle routing problems, 
and the matlK'inaticcd formulation is «l«'s«iib«'«l in t'hapter 3. Chapter 4 
is devoted to the heuristic solution metho«l we pr«)|)ose to solve the PBRP. 
Numerical testing of both phases of the algorithm is pi’ovided in Chapter 5. 
The thesis concludes with .sonu' r«'inarks and sugg«'slions for future research.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The v('liicle routing problem can Im' ilf'l'miHl as the pi obh'in of designing a set of 
pickup and/or delivery route's optimal with lespe'cl to some’ specified criteria 
subject to a set of side coiistraints [18]. Route's initiate at one or several 
depot.s and are traversed by a (le'e't ol ve’liicle's with (i.xed characteristics to 
cover a set of customers each witli a known loe ation ainl a known demand for 
some commodity. There are maiiv \aiiatie)iis t.e) t he' ve'hicle routing problem 
such as the location routing problem, the sche)ol bus re)uting problem (SBRP), 
the vehicle routing problem with time windows ( V'R R'l'W) and the dispatching 
problem [20]. The Vehicle routing |)i e)blem ai ises in a large number of practical 
situations concerning the distrilmtion of e e)mme)<lit ie's. e'.g. retail distribution, 
school bus routing, mail and ncwspaire'r eh'live'ry. munie-i|)al waste collection, 
and fuel oil delivery. The vehicle routing inoblem is chaiacterized by its basic 
components, the optimization critc'ria. and tin' side constraints [8].



2.1 Characteristics of the V R P

2.1.1 B asic C om ponents of the V R P

The basic components of the VHP are: tlie naliire of demand, the type of 
commodities to be transported, tlu' picki.i|) and delivc'iy points, and the fleet 
of vehicles.
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The N atu re  of D em and. In most veliich' lonlinu; |)roblems, demand is 
known a.t the tiiiK' tho.' routes a.r(:' l.o b(' consti'iicl.ed: (,his is the static case. 
In the dynamic, case, some of tlie demands are known at the time of route 
construction and others become available in real time daring execution of the 
routes [24]. In the static situafion, routes a.i-e finaJ once built up, while in 
the dynamic situation routes usually change in I Ik- |)rocess of execution to 
satisfy newly received demands. Dynamic situalions aiise mostly in pickup 
and delivery problems.

The Type of C om m odities. In tlie literatur('. there is a big variety in 
the commodities transported. ( 'ommodit ic's i-aiigi' from human beings, as in 
the case of school bus routing wlier(' school childrc'ii ai(' serviced, to hazardous 
materials. Other types of commodities are consimu'r goods as in the case of 
distribution of consumer goods from factories to warehouses and/or customers, 
newspaper delivery and garbage collection. 'These are “simple packages” [3] 
that in most cases do not cause any additional complications to the vehicle 
routing problem. On the otlun· hand, in tin' cas(' of scliool children, the school 
bus routing problem is more complicated because' of the several additional 
goals, e.g. the eiflciency and ec|uity of service [23]. that niciy be of concern. 
Moreover, trcinsiDortation of liazardous malei ials a.dds significant complications 
to the problem since more attention is paid lo the gcogiaphical characteristics 

of the route and the demographic distribuí ioji of tin' area it crosses rather than 

its length.



Pickup and Delivery Points. In niosl vehicle' lonl inu; problems, the pickup 
points are located at the depot aiul llie de'livery points correspond to demand 
points or customer locations. 'I'he flist i ibnl ion ol consumer goods from factories 
(depots) to warehouses (delivery points) is an e.xample of such problems.

The depot is usually the place where vehicles start and end their routes 
[24]. Depending on the numl)er ol depots, the inobh'iu can be classified as 
a single-depot or a multi-depot |)roblem. In multi-depot problems, depots 
ma.y be independent, mea.ning t.hat each fk'|)ot has it.s own fleet of vehicles 
and geographical customer area to serve. Here', tlu' problem reduces to 
sevi'ral single-depot vc'liicle routing proldc'ins. In other cases depots are 
interdependent, that is, vehicles starting; at a c('rtain depot may end up at 
a different depot to load and restart, t ionsc'i-inent ly. fh'|)ots can not be dealt 
with in isolation and the resulting veliicde routing pi'obh'in should be solved as 
a whole.

Delivery points may be known and li.xed so that t he routing decision involves 
determining which of these points will be s(n-vic('d by which vehicle and what 
route each vehicle will follow. In other situations, dc'livery points are to be 
chosen from a set of potential positions residting in an additional location 
decision. In this case the problem is known as tlu' location routing problem.

In some vehicle routing pi’oblems, IIk' pickup ami dc'livery points are the 
same, that is pickup and delivejy occur at tlu' sanu' point. As an example, 
in school bus routing, the school acts as the deliv('iy point or depot while bus 
stops are pickup points in the process of ti ansporl ing st udents to school. This 
is reversed when students are transportc'<l ba.ck to their houses: the pickup 
points reduce to a single point, at th(' school and Inis stops .serve as delivery

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE lUA'TEW 6

The Fleet of Vehicles. In all vehi(de routing problems, vehicles are 
supposed to have a known capa.city. The llec't of vehicles is most of the time 
supposed to be homogeneous. Tliat is, all vehich's in the fleet have the same 

capacity. However, it may be the case that the Ih'et is heterogeneous, meaning



that there are different vehicle t,ypes with cliileient cai l ying capacities. This 
results in a richer problem with the additional decision of which vehicle type 
to serve which route. Other cliaracleristics of I In' x idiicles may include speed, 
fuel consumption, appropriateness lo transpoi t I he ı■e(|nired commodities etc. 
These characteristics do not have imicli rel(‘vanc(' lo the l outing decision except 
in terms of the fixed cost incurred wlieii a vehicle is used and the fuel usage 
costs which are directly pro|)oi-tional to llu' length of the route.

2.1.2 O ptim ization Criteria of the V R P

A wide variety of optimization ci-iteria is found in I In' VRP literature. The 
most common ones are discusserl below.

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 7

1. Number of Routes. Cenei'ally, ('arh route' is supposed to be serviced 
by one vehicle. So, minimizing tlie nnniber of routes is equivalent to 
minimizing the number of x'chich's lo lx- use-d. The number of vehicles 
to be used is held to a inininuim be'causc' tin' capital cost per bus is 
significantly larger than the incremental cosi pe'r yi'ar per bus as reported 

by Bowerman et al. [3] .

2. Total Route Length. This is the tolal lengih of all routes generated. 
The length of a route is the total dislancx' travc'led between different 
pickup and delivery points on the rout<'. T k' length of the route 

contributes to the incremental cost ol traveling as well as to the time 

duration of the trip along the route'.

3. Route Duration. Tliis includes travc'l linu's. loading and unloading 
times, and break times. 'This is reh'xant in ease's where vehicles are used 
continuously during some time perioel, so that minimal duration of the 
route allows a higher numbe'r of l.rips doin' by I In' corresponding vehicle.

4. Level of C ustom er Service. In tin' case' of consumer commodities, 
the level of customer service corrc'sponds to I he customer receiving the 
demand in time and as expected. In tin' case of transportation of people.



level of customer service iiicliidi's sc'i vicc ('(|uiiy [2.'5], duration of the trip 
and distance that custonu'is lUH'd to walk to r('a.cli the pickup points.

5. Load Balancing. This in\'ol\ ('s mininiizing I lie variation in the load 
of commodities on each v('hiH('. I’liis aiises when demand changes 
occa,sionally so that minoi· changes in dc'inand are fulfilled without 
resolving the VRP.

I'he first two critei ia, a.i'e tlu' niosl coninuni < i ii('ria inclnded in the objective 
function of vehi<'’le routing |ji'ol)h'ins. whil·' tin’ oIIkts arise in specific real-life 
problems.

2.1.3 R outing Constraints

Apart from the vehicle capacily coiisli-aints and tlu' assignment constraints 
that guarantee all demand requir'niK'nts to he lidfilled, some side constraints 
related to practical characteristics of the VUP ar<' imposed. Such constraints 

are:

1. Upi^er bound on the numljer of delivery/picknp points on a single route.

2. Upper bound on the route lengtii.

i. Upper bound on route duration.

2.2 V R P  M odels and Solution M ethods

2.2.1 V R P  Basic form ulations

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE IH A ’IE\V 8

By considering various practical l’ea.tur('s tliat arise' in ve'hicle routing problems, 

we identify a large number of modc'Is in the liii'rature. Generally, vehicle 
routing models are interrelated in te'rms of the' ohj('(dive' function terms and



constraints basic to the conventional VRP, but diiler in one or several additional 
components that are relevant to soim.' pi'a.rtical characteristics of the real- 
life problem under consideration. Kulkaini and llliave [17] discuss various 
mathematical formulations for tlic' VKld As classilic'd Ma.gnanti [20] the 
basic formulations of the conventional VHP aix' of llir('(' types:

• set-covering formulation,

• commodity flow based foniiidal ion, and

• vehicle'flow based Formulation.

CHAPTER 2. LITERATTJRE UEVIbAV 9

In the set-covering fonnula.tion, first demand points are a.ssigned to vehicles 
then a route is constructed for each vehicle' to e over the demand points assigned 
to it. Hence, basically we want to iinel the' best, assignment of demand points 
to vehicles according to some e i-it('rie>n vvdnch is iisnallv minimizing the total 
reniting costs. 'Phis reepreesents (he i'lea be'hind the' e hister-first route-second 
approach to .solving vehicle i-onl.ing probh'ins.

The commodity flow based lormnla.lion. as (he' na.ine implies, controls 
both the flow of vehickes as well as (he' lle)w e>l eommoelities transported by 
these vehicles through Traveling .Sale'sman Presbh'm ('l'SP)-like assignment 
constraints. The formulation ma.kes snie' tha( e'.xac(|y eene vehicle enters and 
leaves each demand point, that no transshipnu'ni ol commodities between any 
two demand points exceeds the vehie le eapae:ity, anel (.liât commodities flow 
between two demand points only il FIk'ix' is a vi'hicle traveling between them.

The vehicle flow based lormulation is basically an ('.xieiision of the traveling 
salesman problem formulation. In addition (ci (Ik' assignment constraints that 
ensure that exactly one vehicle ('iitc'is and l('a.\<'s ('a.ch demand point and 

the vehicle capacity constraints, (he Îormnla(.ion nsi's sub-tour elimination 

constraints that prohibit the ionnation of .sid)-(.oiirs ( hat do not include the 

depot.

The above formulations are integei- programming ones, a dynamic 

programming formulation of tlu' basic VHP was pioposed by Christofides,
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Mingozzi and Toth [6]. The dyiiainir programming fimction represents the 
minimum cost of supplying a snl)S('l of <l('maml points l)y using only a subset of 
the available vehicles. The dyna.mic progiammiiig r('( ursion is then initialized 
for one vehicle and solved by increasing I lie numiH'r of \ehicles at each step.

2.2.2 V R P  Solution M ethods

A gr(;at deal ol the work done' on ilu· VHP has Ik'i'ii concerned with building 
iKuiristics. Exact solution nu'tlioils an' (le\ised only loi' some well-defined 
VRH’s because of the nature of tlu' prolih'in ilse'lf |n J :

• Almost all formulations us<' assigumeiil and TSH sub-tour elimination 
constraints which make tlu- probh'in difli< u|l to solve.

• In many cases the objective lunct ion t urns to Im' nmdinear and/or multi
objective which adds one more h'vel ol com|)lica.tion to the problem.

• Usually real life problems ai(' relativc'ly huge problems which makes 
solving the problem to optimality t ime consuming and in most of the cases 
beyond the capacity of most, sophisticated a\ailal)le software packages.

The heuristics developed in past work ai(' based on the integer progi'amming 
formulations discussed abov('. .According to hisln'r and .Jaikumar [12] the 
existing heui’istics for the VHP can lie classilir'd into lour classes:

1. tour building heuristics,

2. tour improvement heuristics.

3. two-phase methods, and

4. incomplete optimization methods.

Tour building heuristics l)egiii with iiih'asibh' assignments, then feasible 

routes are built by adding a link at. a l.inu' l)et,w('('ii two customers, every time
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the vehicle capacity constraints are checked loi· violation. The link to be added 
is chosen according to some mca.si.ire of cost savings. 'I'lie ¿dgorithm developed 
by Clcirke and Wright [9] is an e.xample of toui· hnilding lieuristics. The main 
steps of the algorithm are:

1. initially every demand |K>in( is assigned |.o a dilferent vehicle, conse
quently as many veliich's as (,l('mand poinis are nsi'd,

2. combine two demand poinis hy assigning i liein lo the same vehicle, if 
this would result in using cnily oik' of the I wo Nchicles and also reduce 
the solution cost. I)ema.nd points a.ia' clicisni il their combination results 
in a maximum cost sa.ving and is leasifih' with ı■('s|м‘ct to vehicle capacity 
constraints,

3. the combined demand points are now ı·(̂ garded as a single point and Step 
2 is performed cigain until no moia' coinhinal ions are feasible.

The routes can be constrncted (dther .sequentially or in parallel. Routes 
are formed sequentially when (h'lnand |)oints are addeil to the current route 
until vehicle capacity is exhansir'd. 'I lu'ii. a new loiih' is constructed. Routes 
are formed in parallel wlien |)ai’tial lonti's aia- conslincted for every vehicle 
simultaneously. The Clarke and Wrighl algoi'ilJiin was modified by defining 

different measures of cost savings.

Tour improvement heuristics Ix-gin wit h a. leasihh' assignment of demand 
points to vehicles. Then, at each iteration sonu' combination of links are 
exchanged and a check is jiia.de to verily il tlu' ('xchange is feasible and if 
it results in cost reduction. Tour im|)rov('iii('iit h('urislics are based on the Lin 

and Lin-Kernighan heuristic for tlu' traveling sah'siiian problem.

In phase one of the two-pha.s(' iiuMhods. demand points are assigned to 
vehicles so that vehicle capa.city constraints arc' salislic'd. In phase two, routes 
are constructed for each vehicle using I'.SP hc'iiristics [S]. Cluster-first route- 
second algorithms are example's of two-phase methods. Others are algorithms 
developed by Gillett and Miller [13]. ainl hisher and .laikumar [12]. Gillett
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and Miller use a “sweep” algoritlim in phase one will· customers represented 
in a polar coordinate system aiicl flis1,a.nce between customers as cost. The first 
phase of the algorithm develo|)ed by I'isliei· and •Jaikiimar pei’forms a parallel 
clustering by solving optimally a generalized assignmeul problem.

Incomplete optimization methods ai(' esscniaally o|)(,lmization algorithms 
such as branch and bound that are constrin ted to (.erminate prior to optimality.



Chapter 3

PBR P Characteristics and 

Comparison to V R P ’s

The personnel bus routing problem is essentially a vehicle routing problem 
compounded by several practical issues that bring additional complexity to 
the conventional vehicle routing problem. In vehicle routing terminology, the 
problem can be described as follows. A set of employees are to be transported 
back and forth from the firm (or, factory) to their residences. For this purpose 
a sel of bus stops is located, a .set of routes is constructed, and a fleet of vehicles 
is put in operation on the routes to transport employees (or, residents).

The problem has two symmetric instances. At the beginning of each 
working day, vehicles start at the firm, traverse a specified itinerary, pick up 
residents (or, employees) at the assigned bus stops, and go back to the firm. In 
this situation, the firm represents the depot and the delivery point, and the bus 
stops represent the pickup points. Similarly, at the end of the working day, 
vehicles pick up employees from the firm and following the inverse itinerary 

drop them at the assigned bus stops. In this situation, the bus stops represent 

the delivery points, and the firm represents the depot and the only pickup 
point. Hence, solving one instance of the problem is sufficient to construct the 
solution for both instances by using the same routes and the symmetric (with

13
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respect to both sides of a route) bus stops to the ones located in the solved*
instance.

In both instances of the problem, we find a distinction between the demand 
points and the pickup and/or delivery points. Demand points are employees’ 
residences (or, home addresses), while pickup and delivery points are the bus 
stops and/or the firm. This results in an additional decision level to the vehicle 
routing problem. The decision concerns which residents are to be assigned to 
which bus stops in a way that minimizes both transportation costs and residents 
inconvenience. Consequently, the personnel bus routing problem consists of 
three interrelated subproblems:

• allocate residents to bus stops,

• locate a set of bus stops among the potential sites, and

• find a series of routes to be traversed by a fleet of vehicles.

Problems with these characteristics are known as location routing problems 

(LRP).

3.1 Location R outing Problem s

Location routing problems are those problems that require both routing and 
location decisions and where location decisions affect the routing decisions and 
vice-versa. Laporte [19] classifies location routing problems according to

• the number of layers involved in the problem,

• the type of decision at each layer, and

• the interaction between the layers.

Layers represent the physical components of the problem, such as the depot, 

the pickup and delivery points and demand points. The decision is either
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a location or a routing decision. And the interaction between layers can be 
described by the distribution mode used by vehicles flowing between different 
layers or within the same layer. The distribution mode is either a round trip 
(a trip to and from a single element in a layer) or a tour (a round trip through 
several elements that may belong to more than one layer). Location-routing 
problems are further discussed in Laporte [19].

According to the above classification scheme, the PBRP has three layers:

1. layer one is the firm or depot,

2. layer two includes the bus stops or pickup and delivery points, and

3. layer three is composed of the set of residences or demand points.

Moreover, trips are made by the residents at the third layer to reach their 
assigned bus stops at layer two. Residents are then picked up in round-trips 
and brought to the company by vehicles. Routes interact between layers one 
and two, while residents walking to the bus stops cause the interaction between 
layers two and three. The location decisions are made at layer two: a set of 
bus stops is located among all potential bus stop sites at layer two. For an 

illustration see Figure 3.1 below.

In most cases, location routing problems are NP-hard problems [19]. As 
a result, most of the past work done on LRP’s concentrated on developing 
heuristics that exploited the special structure of LRP’s by decomposing 
the problem into its three subproblems and solving the resulting problems 
sequentially or simultaneously (in parallel). Most of the existing heuristics are 

one of the two types:

• location allocation routing (LAR), and

• allocation routing location (ARL).

Location allocation routing methods consist of three steps:
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A

A

A Residences

A

Figure 3.1: Layer Diagram for Location Routing Problems

• pickup and/or delivery points (in our case, bus stops) are located,

• demand points (in our case, residents) are allocated to pickup and/or 
delivery points, and

• routes are constructed to cover the pickup and/or delivery points located.

The three steps are either performed sequentially or combined. LAR 
methods are of the cluster-first route-second type algorithms. Usually demand 
points are allocated to pickup points and/or delivery points such that each 
group of delivery and/or pickup points corresponds to a route.

.Allocation routing location methods are composed of two steps:

• routes are constructed with the assumption that all potential sites for 

pickup and/or delivery points are available to use, and

• a nonempty subset of potential sites is dropped and step one is performed 

again with the new set of potential sites.
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The algorithm stops when dropping any nonempty subset of sites results in 
an infeasible problem or when a stable solution is reached. A stable solution 
is found when removing any subset of the available sites does not result in any 
cost savings. Generally, ARL methods are of the route-first cluster-second type 
of heuristics. In the first step, long routes are constructed to visit all potential 
sites. In the second step, pickup and/or delivery are located and vehicle routes 
constructed.

Generally, the criteria of optimization in LRP’s encompass routing costs, 
vehicle capital costs, and depot operating costs. However, the problem we 
arc concerned with has a more complicated objective. The complication comes 
from the term that measures residents’ inconvenience. Residents represent both 
the customers and the commodities, hence their satisfaction of the system both 
includes the level of service as well as the distance they have to walk to reach 
for the bus stops they are assigned to. .System efficiency involves such criteria 
as load-balancing of vehicles, ability to absorb small changes in residences or 
in number of employees to be transported. Here, we note the similarity of 
the personnel bus routing problem to the school bus routing problem (SBRP) 
which we discuss below.

3.2 The School Bus R outing Problem

The school bus routing problem is a location routing problem with the 
distinction that the commodities to be transported are school children. School 
bus routing problems are of two types: urban school bus routing, and rural 
school bus routing. While a lot of research was conducted on the first type of 
problem, the second attracted little attention.

In urban school bus routing problems, the number of students to be served 
may be relatively high. However, the geographical area under consideration is 
not large resulting in a relatively high ratio to the population density compared 
to the case of personnel transportation. The reason behind this is the policy of
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assigning children to schools  ̂in the same district as or in the surrounding areas 
of their residences. In contrast, it’s not common practice to hire employees 
according to the area they live in. Moreover, it’s not customary of employees 
to live in areas around the company since companies are usually built out of 
residential areas. Hence the difference in geographical customer area for both 
problems shows that the personnel bus routing problem is more complicated 
than school bus routing.

3.2.1 Solution  M ethods for SB R P

Because of the similarity between the SBRP and the problem of designing a 
personnel transportation service system, we find it useful to review the existing 
solution methods for the SBRP. All the existing procedures of the SBRP that 
we are aware of are heuristic methods and are of two types: cluster-first route- 
second, and route-first cluster-second .

Cluster-First Route-Second Procedures

In the cluster-first route-second procedures, first clusters of bus stops are 
formed. These clusters are built to satisfy some side constraints such as vehicle 
capacity constraints. Then, routing is done over the set of bus stops in each 
cluster to find the minimum total route length. The algorithm developed by 
Dulac, I'erland and Fogues [10] is a cluster-first route-second heuristic. The 
main steps of the algorithm are:

1. locate students on street segments on which they live, then assign each 
student to an incident street intersection or equivalently street node,

2. choose a subset of the incident street nodes to be potential bus stop sites,

3. select the bus stop with maximum number of students within walking 
distance and assign to it all students within walking distance. The
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walking distance is a quantity judged to be the maximum distance a 
student can walk to reach the bus stop he/she is assigned to,

4. repeat step three until all students are assigned to some bus stop.

At this level, all students are allocated to some bus stops, so the problem 
reduces to a vehicle routing problem with the selected bus stops as demand 
points. Then, the next step is to solve the resulting VRP using the Clarke and 
Wright method [9].

In the first part of the cilgorithm by Dulac et ah, students are assigned to 
bus stops by considering the student Wcilking distance only, and no attention is 
paid to the effect of these assignments on the routing decision. As a result, the 
solution may contain more routes than necessary, this in turn would result in 
a higher total route length than in the case of considering the routing decision 
at the allocation step. In order to overcome this deficiency, Chapleau et al.
[4] introduced a new distance measure and used it to group incident nodes 
into clusters that estimated the route length. Their clustering approach is as 
follows:

1. each student is assigned to an incident node as in the Dulac et al. 
algorithm,

2. determine the minimum necessary number of clusters, where each cluster 

size is approximately equal to the vehicle capacity. The minimum 
necessary number of clusters is given by the total number of residents 
divided by vehicle capacity,

3. each cluster specifies a one-route problem for which stops must be located 
and route generated independently of the others.

The clustering approach of Chapleau et al. is based on a distance measure 
that estimates the potential detour induced by the inclusion of a new node in 

a cluster. Different shapes of clusters are obtained through the variation of a
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penalty factor included in the definition of distance. The only constraint on the
* '

clusters formed is the vehicle capacity. The clusters generated at the first step 
are allowed to violate the vehicle capacity constraints. Exchange heuristics 
are then used to eliminate the violation and to improve the compactness of 
clusters.

Bowerman, Hall and Calamai [3] use a cluster-first route-second heuristic 
to solve a multi-objective mathematical formulation of the USBRP. The 
Ibrmulation has the total route length and the number of routes as objectives. 
It also includes minimizing the student walking distance, and load and length 
balancing of routes. The heuristic of Bowerman et al. is divided in two parts: a 
districting or equivalently clustering algorithm and a routing algorithm. In the 
districting algorithm, minimizing the number of routes and load-balancing are 
the objectives dealt with. To form clusters, a multi-objective VRP is solved. 
The VRP is defined on the school as the depot, street intersections or nodes 
as demand points and the number of students assigned to each node as the 
level of demand at that node. The solution of the VRP gives the assignment 
of nodes to routes and these give the clusters of students.

Then the routing algorithm is performed on each cluster to locate bus stops 
and generate routes. In this second part, both the route length and the walking 
distance criteria are minimized. A weighting procedure is used in the objective 
function to reflect the relative importance of each of the terms. The algorithm 
is performed in three main steps:

1. find a set of bus stops among the potential sites in a cluster and assign 
all students in the cluster to the bus stops in that set, such that every 

student is within walking distance from the bus stop he/she is assigned 
to,

2. on each set of bus stops, generate a school bus route,

3. find the set of stops that has the least total weighted distance, then add 
bus stops with no assignments to the solution in order to reduce the 

objective function value.
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Route-First Cluster-Second Procedures

The route-first cluster-second heuristics find the shortest route that visits all 
the demand points through solving a traveling salesman problem, then break 
this route into a set of shorter routes, each to be traversed by one vehicle. 
Then, the routes are found so that they are feasible with respect to the vehicle 
capacity constraints and any other side constraints on the route structure or 
length. The algorithm developed by Bodin and Berman [2] is a route-first 
cluster-second heuristic. The algorithm can be described as follows:

] . assign students to potential bus stop locations which are termed 
rninistops by Bodin and Berman,

2. among the set of ministops, find the set of bus stops that serve the school, 

•3. assign each student to the nearest bus stop from the ministop,

4. find a tour on the bus stops that have some student assignments,

5. break the tour into a set of feasible routes.

3.3 P B R P  Form ulation

In the light of the discussion above, we would like to highlight some salient 
characteristics of the PBRP. Generally, the number of employees that get such 
services counts for over 1000 employees. Employees residences are usually 
spread in the city so that all the city map will be under study in solving the 

problem. Hence, the problem size is relatively large compared both to most of 

the VRP sizes solved in past work and to the capacity of most sophisticated 

available solution tools.

Second, we consider a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles with respect to vehicle 
capacity. In most of the work done in the field of VRP, it is assumed that 

the fleet of vehicles is homogeneous. However, in the real application that
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motivated this study, there is a fleet of existing vehicles of different capacities 
which we refer to as vehicle types. Consequently, the type of vehicle to use 
becomes a decision of the problem. Deciding on the vehicle depends on the 
capital cost as well as the transportation costs incuri’ed by a vehicle. This 
distinction to conventional VRP’s adds another level of complexity to the 
problem.

As we stated previously, one of the main objectives of the problem is to 
minimize residents’ inconvenience with the system. Most of the past work on 
problems where custonuns themselves are the commodities to be transported 
( oiicentrated more on ob jective terms related to transportation costs, e.g. route 
length and capital costs, than on those related to customers’ satisfaction with 
the system. In the school bus routing algorithms discussed above, students 
were assigned to bus stops that are within walking distance. Walking distance 
is a quantity judged to be the maximum distance a student can walk to reach 
the bus stop from which he/she is picked up and dropped at. In other words, 
the solution is constructed to have the minimum necessary number of bus stops 
to transport all students with the aim of minimizing the total route length and 
the number of routes while no student has to walk more than a fixed maximum 
walking distance. Hence users‘ satisfaction is not minimized explicitly, instead 
it is kept feasible with respect to some undesirable level, except in Bowerman 
et al. [3].

Unlike students, employees are to use the system for a longer time period. 
Moreover, job performance is found to depend a lot on employees psychology 
and social life. As a result many companies provide their employees with 
many services such as social activities and job-related discussions to enhance 
job performance. Consequently, we judge employees’ satisfaction to be an 
important factor in the construction of the transportation service system.

Residents’ satisfaction with the transportation system is a subjective 
measure. However, a resident is found to be more satisfied with the system 
when he/she is assigned to a bus stop nearest to his/her residence. Hence, we 
use resident walking distance as a measure of residents’ satisfaction with the
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transportation service. Maximizing residents satisfaction or minimizing their 
inconvenience is then equivalent to minimizing the total walking distance or 
the maximum of individual walking distances.

In what follows we present the optimization criteria as.sociated with the 
PBRP. Then we propose a comprehensive mathematical formulation of the 
problem.

3.3.1 M odel O bjectives

We defiru' liere the optimization criteria used to evaluate the transportation 
system.

1. Total Route Length. Sinc(; route length is directly proportional to the 
variable transportation costs and trips duration, total route length is 
minimized.

2. Total Wcilking Distance. From the above discussion, total walking 
distance is minimized to minimize residents’ inconvenience.

3. Number of routes. This criterion reduces the number of vehicles in use 
in order to minimize vehicles capital costs.
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3.3.2 Zero-one Integer Program  Form ulation

The mathematical forinulation we propose is defined on the graphical 
representation of the general problem depicted in Figure 3.2.

Fi'igure 3.2: Network Representation of the PBRP

Indices

In order to define the PBRP mathematical model we use. 

i = index for residences 

j  = index for bus stops 

p,q = indices for routing points 

k — index for bus types 

Ik = index for vehicles of type k
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Sets

We use the following sets in the model.

E' = set of cardinality one representing the firm 

B  = set of all potential bus stop sites 

P — F yj B , all potential routing points

/  = set of cill residences

L = set of buses, each bus is of type k , where k — 1 ,. . . ,  A"

K  is the number of bus types available. For each bus type k = 1 , . . . ,  Â , 
there’s a set of buses. We assume that there’s no limit on the availability of 

?s of each type.

Parameters

The following parameters are used in the model.

bk = capacity of bus of type k

dij = walking distance from residence i £ I  to routing point j  E J

V>'1 distance on street network between routing points p,q ^  P

Oj = load of residence i G /, if more than one employee live at the same 
address, we associate a weight to the residence. The weight is equal to the 
number of employees at that residence.

Ck = fixed cost of using a vehicle of type k
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M odel Variables

We define the following decision variables.

1 if residence i is assigned to bus stop j  and serviced by vehicle Ik 
0 otherwise,

Vp'iik ~
1 if routing point p precedes routing point q on route of vehicle Ik 

0 otherwise,

'•'nIk
i if vehicle Ik is used 
0 otherwise.

Objective Functions

f \  — ciidijX ijif,
¿El JEB

/2  — ¿V ^PlVprilkP,'ia\lkeL
/ 3  =  EikeL

.f'4 =  E  I , E  aiXijik -  h z i .

Total Resident Walking distance 

Total Bus Route Length 

Total Bus Fixed Cost

Load Balancing

We propose the fourth objective term to load-balance the buses used. The 
objective function /4  is the sum of scjuares of the excess caj^acity in the used 
buses. Minimizing /4  leads to comparable levels of unused capacity for each 
used bus. The objective function /4  takes into account the heterogeneity of the 

fleet of buses.
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The M odel

minimize 
subject to

( / l )  ^2) /3 , ,/4) 

ikeLjeB

ieijeB 
zif, P '■̂ijik
IZ  Upqlk — peP
Xj Vqplk — ' îjlk 

p £ P

i G 7,

Ik

i Ç. I, j  B, Ik  ̂ T,

E  2/p7/a. = '¿/p 
p e B

E ?77p/fc = 
p e B

E !/pi/fc(p,';)G(.s„s)

E  _ Vpqlk + >  1
(7̂ ,7) G (5,5)

tis/* + Ws/fc < 1

‘'■klki'^slk  ̂ {0) 1}
Xiji^ e {0,1} 

î/p9/fc  ̂ (0,1}
^ik ^  {0,1}

4  e L , q e F ,

h e  L , q e F ,

-  iFusi  ̂ < |,5’| -  1 h e  L, S C B,

h e L, s c  B,

h e L , s  c  B, 
h e L , s  c  B, 
i e i , j  e B, h e L, 
p,q P^h e L, 
h e L.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4 )
i e I J  e B j k  e L,q e P,q = j, (5) 

i e I J  e B j k  e L,q e P,q = j, (6)

(7 )

(8)

(9)

( 1 0 )

(11)
( 1 2 )
(13)
(14)
(15)

Constraints (2) ensure that every resident is assigned to exactly one bus stop 
and to only one bus. Constraints (3) guarantee that bus capacities are not 
exceeded. Constraints (4) defines the bus status, if it has any residents 
assigned to it or no. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that if a resident is 
assigned to a bus stop and a bus, then the bus visits the bus stop in its tour. 
Constraints (7) and (8) ensure that all bus routes initiate and end at the firm. 
Constraints (9) through (12) eliminate disconnected sub-tours but allow cycles. 
This type of sub-tour elimination constraints are used in the rural postman 
problem mathematical formulations [1]. Constraints (13) through (15) are the 
integrality restrictions on the decision variables. The objective function (1) is 
a function of the four optimizing, criteria defined previously. One advantage 
of the PBR.P formulation is its generality. If 7i = 1, the formulation becomes
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valid for problems with homogeneous fleet of vehicles. The formulation is also 
valid if there are many firms or generally depots. If the firms are serviced 
independently, increase the size of the set F  of firms which currently has 
cardinality one to include all firms. The set of routing points P  is updated 
accordingly.

The formulation presented above cannot be used directly to solve the 
PBRP for three recisons. First, the problem formulation cannot be solved 
directly in a reasonable amount of time since the LRP is a NP-hard problem 
[19]. Second, the formulation is multi-objective with one of the objective 
terms being nonlinear. Third, the formulation generates a model with a very 
large number of variables and constraints, for example, for a PBRP with 20 
potential bus stop sites, 100 residences, 2 bus types, and 4 buses, the number 
of variables would be over 12200 and the number of constraints over .33870. 
Hence, the PBRP cannot be solved in a reasonable amount of time using 
available optimization tools. Therefore, we develop a heuristic approach in 
order to generate solutions to the PBRP. The heuristic we propose is a two- 
phase approach of the type cluster-first route second. In the clustering part, we 
develop a heuristic branch and bound algorithm for the generalized assignment 
problem to generate clusters. In the routing ptirt, we use an algorithm that 
finds the optimal routes on ecich cluster by taking the allocation, location 
cind routing decisions simultaneously. The heuristic methodology proposed is 
presented in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

A  Heuristic Solution Method 

for the Multi-objective Model

The PBRP is a large-scale problem which cannot be solved as a whole with 
the available optimization tools. Consequently, we develop a heuristic solution 
method of the cluster-first route-second type in order to reduce the PBRP into 
a set of independent smaller problems that can be solved in reasonable time 
while explicitly considering the multi-objective nature of the problem and the 
heterogeneity of the fleet of buses. The solution heuristic we devise to solve 
the multi-objective model exploits the special structure of the problem and 
considers explicitly its objectives. The heuristic is performed in two phases. 
First, a clustering heuristic algorithm is used to assign residents to bus stops 
and group bus stops into clusters each of which is serviced by one bus. The 
main objective considered in the clustering phase is minimizing the number of 
buses in use which is equivalent to minimizing the number of clusters generated. 
The objective of minimizing the total walking distance is dealt with by keeping 
the total walking distance at the lowest feasible level. Moreover, the clusters 

are formed with cost functions devised to approximate the length of routes 
resulting once the cluster is generated. Hence, the objective of minimizing 
the total route length is also considered implicitly. Second, bus routes are 
constructed in each cluster. In the routing phase, the allocation, location

29
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and routing decisions are taken simultaneously in each cluster with the aim of 
minimizing the total residents walking distance and the total bus route length.

4.1 The C lustering Algorithm

The prol)lern we cire dealing with is a large-scale problem defined on a 
Vcist geographical residential area. Consequently, we first devise a clustering 
algorithm with the i)urpose of reducing the whole problem into a set of smaller 
problems. This is aehieved through gi'ouping residents into clusters each of 
which can be serviced lyy a unique bus route. The algorithm can be described 
as follows: assign each employee to the bus stop nearest to his residence, group 
th(' bus stops into clusters each to be serviced by one vehicle. To generate 
clusters, we defiiH; a 0 — 1 integer programming model and develop a heuristic 
method to generate solutions to this model.

Not all objectives of the PBRP can be dealt with during the clustering 
phase since bus routes are not yet defined. The two goals explicitly considered 
during the clustering algorithm are:

• minimizing the number of routes or vehicles which is equivalent to 
minimizing the number of routes or vehicles since in each cluster a unique 
I'OLite is formed cuid it is traversed by one vehicle.

• keeping residents’ sati.sfaction to a maximal level by using a minimum 
distance assignment criterion.

The objective of minimizing the number of routes is independent of the total 
route length and total walking distance objectives. Meanwhile, it depends on 
the number of residents to be serviced and on the available bus capacities. 

Moreover, the decision on which type of buses to use is interrelated with the 
decision on the number of birses. Hence, it is in the clustering part that the 
types and number of buses is fixed. As a consequence of the fact that the
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allocation-location decisions and the routing decision are interdependent, we 
implicitly consider the totcil route length objective in the second step of the 
clustering algorithm. We define appropriate cost measures in the clustering 
model to apj^roximate the length of the route in the cluster once generated.

4.1.1 A ssign R esidents to Bus Stops

In the first, step, ('adi employee is assigned to a bus stop based on a minimum- 
distance assignment criterion. The distance measure used here is the Euclidean 
distance between residences and bus stops on the network and termed as the 
employee for, resident) walking distcince. The procedure is to assign the next 
unassigned resident to the nearest bus stop to his residen» '·. If there is more 
than one potential bus stop for assignment, then the resident is assigned to 
a bus stop with nonzero load. If there is more than one nonzero-loaded bus 
stop, the resident is assigned to the minimum-loaded bus stop in order to 
load-balance bus stops. The loiid of a bus stop is defined as the number of 
residents assigned to the bus stop thus far. We use the terms load and weight 
of a bus stop interchangeably. Figure 4.1 gives a flow chart of the assignment 
procedure used at this level. We use a minimum distance assignment scheme 
to keep residents inconvenience at its lowest level since we judge it to be a 
dominant objective in the PBRP.

We note that if the route length objective is judged to be more important 
than residents’ inconvenience, then other schemes can be devised in order to 
obtain the minimum necessary number of stops to use. Such a scheme may 
be: assign the next unassigned resident to a nonzero-loaded bus stop such that 
a maximum walking distance is not exceeded else assign the next unassigned 
resident to the bus stop with the highest number of unassigned residents within 
walking distance. This scheme is irsed in Chapleau et al. [4].

At the end of the first step, a set of bus stops with nonzero loads is obtained. 
Th ese bus stops are grouped into clusters in the second part of the clustering 

algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: Minimum Distance Assignment Flow Chart
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4.1.2 G enerate C lusters

At this stage, bus stops, each with a known weight, are grouped into clusters 
such that each cluster is serviced by one vehicle. In other words, each bus 
stop is assigned to exactly one cluster, and the total weight assigned to a used 
cluster does not exceed its Ccipacity. Referring to Figure 4.2, clusters can be

Clusters Bus Stops

Figure 4.2: Network Representation of the Clustering Problem

considered as facilities that provide service to bus stops. Bus stop weights 
represent demand requirements, and clusters are the facilities to be located to 

satisfy total demand requirements. We take bus stop locations as the set of 
potential location sites for clusters. Moreover, if there are K  different vehicle 
capacities then we consider K  potential clusters each with a different capacity 
at ecicli bus stop location. In what follows, bus types and cluster types are 
equivalent and are used interchangeably. We now present a formulation of the 
clustering model. We then describe the similarity of the clustering model to 

the capacitated facility location problem with choice of facility type (CFLP). 
Based on this similarity we transform the clustering model into a generalized 
assignment problem (GAP) and propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the 
resulting GAP.
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M athematical Formulation for Clustering

The formulation described below is a 0 — 1 integer iDi’ogram model for generating 
clusters of bus stops.

E  E  d { i , j ) x , ,
ier jGJ

i +  E  CjU/i (1)
i e i

Xij  =  1
i e i

j  e  J, (2)

j e J
i € / ,  (3)

E  Vi+k <  1 
/,= 1

* e  J, (4)

Xij E {0,1} i e  / , i  G J, (5)

Vi ^ {0 ) f } i  E I .  (6)

Here I  = { 1 ,..., M} is the set of potential clusters, J  = { 1 ,..., N]  is the set 
of bus stops to be grouped. Each bus stop location represents a potential site 
for a cluster. Plence, the number of potential clusters is the number of bus 
stops multiplied by the number of cluster types: M  = N  x K  , where cluster 
at site p and of type q is cluster i = (p — 1) x K  + q. The function d{i , j)  is 
a measure of the cost incurred when bus stop j  is assigned to cluster i, C{ is a 
hxed cost term associated with generating cluster i,aij is the load of bus stop 
j ,  and bi is the caj^acity of cluster i. Variables xij and yi are defined as follows.

X i j  =
1 if bus stop i  € J  is assigned to cluster i E I  
0 otherwise,

Vi =
1 if cluster i E I  is used 
0 otherwise.

The objective function (1) mecvsures the total cost of assignments. The 
first objective term minimizes the total inci'ernental cost of a cluster incurred 
by including some set of bus stops into the cluster. The second term minimizes
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the number of clusters generated. Constraints (2) ensure that the requirement 
of each bus stop is totally fulfilled. Constraints (3) guarantee that vehicle 
capacities are not violated. Constraints (4) guarantee that at most one cluster 
is located at each site, or equivalently at most one type of each cluster is used. 
Constraints (5) and (6) are the integrality restrictions on variables Xij and yi.

The clustering model we describe above and the capacitated facility location 
model with choice of facility type are two similar mathematical models. The 
CFLP with choi' (' of facility type is the problem of locating a number of 
facilities which have to service a set of customers, at minimum cost, where 
each customer has an associated dema.nd and there are constraints on the total 
demand that can be met from a facility [7]. Moreover, there’s the possibility of 
choosing the type or size of the facility as well as the location sites themselves. 
Similar to the clustering problem we deal with, the CFLP associates a cost 
to the assignment of demand points to facilities and a fixed or set up cost 
to establishing a facility. However, in the CFLP, fractiomil assignments are 
cdlowed. Hence, the demand of a customer can be satisfied from different 
facilities. This represents the main distinction of the CFLP model to the 
clustering mod(4 because we require that every bus stop is assigned solely to a 
unique cluster. This requirement ciiuses the clusters generated to be disjoint. 
Disjoint clusters are preferred for two reasons. First, each cluster is to be 
serviced by one bus route. Hence, if there is a bus stop belonging to more 
than one cluster, the bus stop is serviced by more than one bus so the total 
route length is expected to be higher. Second, from a managerial point of 
view, disjoint clusters are preferred since they result in disjoint routes. The 
capcicitated facility location problem with choice of facility type can be used to 
generate clusters. However, the clusters generated may not be disjoint. As a 
result, exchange algorithms must be used to modify the clusters generated until 
diisjoint clusters are found. On the other hand, Ross and Soland [21] show that 
the CP’LP with choice of facility type and a number of other facility location 
problems can be formulated and solved as generalized assignment problems. 
We use the ideas of Ross and Soland to transform the 0 — 1 clustering model 

into a generalized assignment problem.
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Transform Clustering M odel into GAP

We first define what is termed a generalized assignment problem. As defined 
by Ross and Soland [22] the generalized assignment problem minimizes the 
cost of assigning n tasks to a subset of m agents. Each task is assigned to 
a unique agent, while ecich agent is limited by some resource availability. A 
mathematical formuhition of the GAP is

XI XI  ̂i j ̂  i j (1)
iei :ieJ
E  -  1
ie i

J  G ./, (2)

E  ij ̂  i j ^  b i y i i G /, (3)
je J
Xij G {0 ,1} i  G / , i  G J .  (4)

In the context of clustering, I  = { 1 ,..., M} represents the set of potential 
clusters, J = { 1 ,..., A} is the set of bus stops,Cjj is the cost of assignment of 
bus stop j  to cluster ¿, aq is the load of bus stop j  G J , bi is the capacity of 
cluster i G /, and variable Xij takes value one if bus stop j  is assigned to cluster 
i. The objective function term (1) minimizes the cost of assignments of bus 
stops to clusters. Constraints (2) guarantee that every bus stop is assigned to 
exactly one cluster. Constraints (3) are the cajDacity constraints. Constraints 
(4) are the integrality constraints on variables Xij.

The CAP [11] is NP-hard since the NP-complete 2-partition problem 
is reducible to the GAP. Given n real numbers A i,...,A „ , the 2-partition 
problem asks if there is a set S  C { l,...,? r}  such that 
This problem is equivalent to a GAP with m = 2 , aij — ci2j = Aj for all j ,  
b\ = b2 -  EjeAf Aj/2 cind cij arbitrary.

In what follows we explain the essence of the transformation from the 
clustering model to the generalized assignment problem. Then, we illustrate it 
based on a hypothetical example.

In the new problem, the Xij variables are defined as above for i =  1 , . . . ,  M, 
j  = 1 , . . . ,  A. To specify whether or not each of the M  potential clusters is to
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be used, M  “bus stops” to be assigned cire added. It is also necessary to impose 
the use of at most one cluster at each potential site, this is achieved by adding 
N  “potential clusters”. The dimensions of the new problem are m = M  + N  
and n = N + M. for i < M  and j  > N  variables Xij are defined by

* j —
1 if cluster i = j  — N  is not used 
0 otherwise.

For i > M, j  > N  variables Xij are defined by

1 if cluster at site t = i — M oi type n = j  — M  — {i — \) x K  is used 
0 otherwise.

Cost and coefficient matrices terms, and RHS terms corresponding to the added 
bus stops and clusters are defined as follows.

= 0, d(i,j) = bi, i < M , j > N  and i = j. (1)
1, dUO) = Ti, i > M, j  = N  + {i -  M) + k and A: = 1 , . . . ,  A" -  1, (2) 

i > M,  (3)
otherwise. (4)

6, -  1,
Uij -  d{i,j) - oo

In (1) we associate a weight equal to the capacity of the cluster for each 
additional “bus stop” so that no stops are assigned to a cluster if it is not 
used. This assignment has cost 0. (2) associates a fixed cost to establishing a 
cluster and a weight 1 so that if one cluster of some type is opened at a site no 
other cluster is opened at the same site. (3) ensures that at most one cluster 
is opened at each potential site. In (4), all remaining terms are set to infinity 

to make corresponding assignments infeasible.

Exam ple: Consider the following hypothetical example. Suppose there 
are three bus stops to be clustered with two cluster types. Then A’ = 3, K  — 
2, M = 6, rn = n — 9. Matrices C and A below give the cost and coefficient 
matrices of the clustering model respectively. The right hand side vector is 
denoted by b.
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0 0 2 2 3 3
2 2 0 0 4 4
3 3 4 4 0 0

A'' =
5 5 5 5 5 5

10 10 10 10 10 10

3 3 3 3 3 3
c  = 10 15 10 15 10 15

Suppose a fixed cost of 20 units is incurred when a cluster is used. The resulting 
CiAP can be defined by the following tableaus which give the coefficient matrix A', 
the cost matrix C,  and the right hand side vector b'.

C

0 2 3 0 oo oo oo oo oo
0 2 3 oo 0 00 oo oo 00
2 0 4 oo oo 0 00 oo oo
2 0 4 oo oo oo 0 oo oo
3 4 0 00 oo oo oo 0 oo
3 4 0 00 oo oo oo 00 0
00 oo 00 20 20 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 20 20 oo oo
oo 00 00 00 oo oo oo 20 20

A' =

5 10 3 10 00 00 00 00 oo ’ 10 ‘
5 10 3 00 15 00 oo 00 oo 15
5 10 3 00 00 10 00 00 00 10
5 10 3 oo 00 00 15 00 00 15
5 10 3 00 00 00 00 10 00 h' = 10
5 10 3 00 00 oo 00 00 15 15
00 00 00 1 1 oo 00 oo 00 1
00 00 oo oo 00 1 1 00 00 1
oo oo 00 oo oo 00 oo 1 1 1

It is possible to add further constraints to the problem: lower bounds on the capacity 
of clusters, upper limit on the number of clusters to be used in total. Refer to Ross 
and Soland [22] for a more detailed description of the transformation.
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Even though the transformation causes a three-fold increase in the dimension of 
the matrices defining the problem, the resulting matrices reveal a special structure 
and the GAP can be solved by just storing the information provided in the defining 
matrices of the clustering model.

4.1.3 Branch and Bound H euristic A lgorithm  for th e  

G A P

We now propose a branch and bound heuristic algorithm to solve the GAP described 
above. The algorithm exploits the special structure of the matrices defining the GAP. 
The proposed algorithm is based on the ideas of the branch and bound algorithm 
that was proposed by Garfinkel and Nemhauser [14] for solving the set partitioning 
and covering problems. The set covering problem can be defined as follows [5]. Given 
a set of objects J -  {ji , . . . ,  jn} a- family S -  .. .^Sm} of sets Si C J, the
set covering problem is to find a minimal cost sub-family S' = of S
such that = R. Moreover if we require Sh. n Sj  ̂ = 0, for all /i, / G {1,..., k}
then tlie resulting problem is the set partitioning problem. The sets Si are called 
covering sets and the sub-family S' is called a set covering. For a given family S, the 
tree search method of Garfinkel and Nemhauser solves the set covering/partitioning 
problem delined on J optimally. The branch and bound algorithm for the set covering 
problem starts by forming for each object ji G ·/ a list Li = {.S'i : ji G -S'i}· The 
algorithm then searches the lists sequentially, starting from the list corresponding to 
the first object and picking at each step the next list for which the corresponding 
object is not covered yet, until a set covering is found. Then through back search, all 
set coverings are checked until the first list is exhausted, then the optimal solution 
is found. The algorithm for set partitioning is essentially the same except in the 
definition of lists Li. In the context of the clustering problem, the bus stops are the 
objects to be covered and the clusters are the covering sets. We want to find a set 
partitioning of the set of bus stops in order to generate disjoint clusters. However, 
the branch and bound algorithm described above cannot be used directly to solve 
the clustering problem because the clusters are not yet defined. As a result, we 
modify the branch and bound algorithm so as to match with the characteristics of 
the problem, i ’irst, to generate the covering sets we solve a set of knapsack problems 
at each iteration of the algorithm. Consequently, the covering sets and the lists are
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formed during the course of the algorithm. In other words, this is equivalent to 
generating new columns of the coefficient matrix at each iteration. The solutions 
of knapsack problems correspond to the columns generated. Moreover, whenever a 
covering set (or, cluster) is added to the set covering (or, clusters to be used), the 
set of objects (or, unassigned bus stops) and the set of covering sets (or, potential 
clusters) is updated. The branch and bound algorithm is a depth-first breadth-second 
algorithm. In what follows we give a detailed description of the algorithm.

Notation

The following notation is used through the algorithm.

B: a family of clusters to which all bus stops are assigned exactly once. This 
represents the best solution found so far.

Z: cost associated with solution B. This gives an upper bound on the optimal 
objective value.

B: a subset of clusters that form a partial solution at the current stage of the 
algorithm with associated cost Z.

E: set of bus stops assigned to some cluster in B at the current stage of the 
algorithm.

E — J -  E\ set of bus stops not assigned yet to any cluster in B.

i : the set of potential clusters at the current stage of the algorithm.

Si : the set of bus stops that are assigned to cluster i once it is opened. Call it 
assignment set. Sets are found by solving knapsack problems defined on the set 
of unassigned bus stops E for each i G /. The cost associated with Si is C{Si),

Lj = {'i ^ I  : j  G Si}  ̂ list of potential clusters i to which bus stop j  can be 
assigned. Call it list of potential assignments.

At each stage of the algorithm, the following steps are performed. First, solve a 
set of knapsack problems. Each knapsack corresponds to a potential cluster i £ I
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and defined on the set of unassigned bus stops E. The solution of knapsack problem 
i, Si  ̂gives the maximum feasible number of assignments to cluster i. Then, relative 
to some j £ which we call the seed for the next set of assignments, form list Lj 
which includes all sets Si that contain (or, cover) j. Second, find a feasible Si from 
list L.J and perform necessary updates in the partial solution jB, the corresponding 
objective value Z, and sets E and E. We say that Si is cost feasible or simply 
feasible if Z + C(Si) -< Z is satisfied, otherwise Si is* said to be cost infeasible or 
simply infeasible. Then, check if all bus stops are assigned then an improved solution 
is found, record it and continue to inspect other possible assignments. Otherwise, 
continue the algorithm by solving a new set of knapsack problems. The lists formed 
during the course of the algorithm are searched sequentially. The algorithm stops 
when the first list formed is exhausted.

The algorithm can be described as follows.

B & B Algorithm

Initialize step 1: Initialize 5  = 0, jB = 0, = J, Z = 0, and Z = oo. No
assignments yet.

Augment step 2:

1. Select a j  G E. Call it j.

2. Define I  as the set of potential clusters. I  — E x K,

3. For each i G I  solve a knapsack problem defined on all j  £ E,

4. Construct sets Si = {j G J : Xij = 1}.

5. Form list L j  = {i £ I  : J  £ S i } .  Sort L j  in ascending order of costs, and go to 
step 3.

step 3: Find i in Lj such that Z + C(Si) -< Z and Si not inspected yet. Call it i.

Test: If such an Si exists then go to step4. Else list Lj has been exhausted then 
go to step 5.
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Test for New Solution step 4: Perform the following updates: B = B U 
E = EU Si, E = E -  Su Z + CiSi).

Test: If £  = 0 a better solution is found, set B = B, Z = Z, and go to step 5. 
Else go to step 2.

Backtrack step 5: B can’t lead to a better solution.

4'est: If /4 = 0 then list Li has been exhausted, STOP. Else remove {,??} from 
B, Si from E, and add Si to E. Check if Lj is exhausted then go to step .5. Else go 
to ste|) .3 .

We note that in the problem we solve, the list Li contains at least K Sj's, each 
associated with one knapsack defined on one of the K  potential clusters at site i. 
Thus, the algorithm always ends with a feasible solution. However the algorithm 
does not guarantee to end up with the optimal solution for two reasons. First, the 
algorithm performs partial search .since the algorithm is performed for only one bus 
stop as the initial bus stop. However, it can be extended to perform total search by 
performing the algorithm each time for the next bus stop as the one that starts the 
algorithm, starting from the bus stop with the smallest index. Second, the solutions 
generated from knapsack problems at some stage of the algorithm affect the following 
steps. Moreover, to solve knapsack problems we use a greedy heuristic algorithm. 
The greedy algorithm gives the pos.sibility of using different distance measures in 
evaluating the assignments. The algorithm is described in what follows. Then we 
discuss the criteria for seed selection we use and define the distance measures and 
cost functions we propose. We also discuss the complexity of the algorithm and its 
worst and average-case behavior.

Greedy Heuristic Algorithm for Solving the Knapsack Problem. The
knapsack problems generated during the course of the branch and bound algorithm 
are solved to form sets of assignments associated with each of the potential clusters. 
When a cluster is established, all as,signments found by solving the corresponding 
knapsack are made. The objective function value of the knapsack problem is then 
taken as the incremental cost part of the objective function of the clustering model. 
A certain distance measure is used in solving knapsack problems. With the different
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distance measures we propose we find it useful to use a greedy heuristic to solve 
the knapsack problems since it allows for cost updates at every iteration. Moreover, 
to have compact clusters bus stops nearest to the cluster site with respect to the 
distance measure in use have the priority for assignment even though farther bus 
stops may lead to higher number of assignments. The steps of the greedy algorithm 
are described below.

1. find the unassigned bus stop with minimum distance to the cluster,

2. check if the bus stop is feasible: the bus stop weight less than the remaining 
unused capacity in the cluster. If the bus stop is feasible then go to step 3. 
Else go to step 4,

3. update the knapsack solution set by adding the bus stop and remove it from 
the list of unassigned bus stops. Update the available capacity by subtracting 
the assigned bus stop weight. Update unassigned bus stop assignment costs 
according to the distance measure in use. Go to step 1,

4. if the list of unassigned bus stops is exhausted, then the knapsack solution is 
found. Stop the algorithm. Else, remove the last inspected bus stop from list 
of unassigned bus stops. Go to step 1.

C rite ria  for Seed Selection. At Step 2 of the branch and bound algorithm, a 
seed is selected among the set of unassigned bus stops to form a list of potential 
assignments from which feasible assignment sets are inspected sequentially in 
subsequent stages of the algorithm. The seed selected at the current stage of the 
algorithm affects the assignments made, the cost attributed and the remaining set 
of unassigned bus stops. Consequently, the quality of solution found is affected with 
respect to the total cost and cluster forms which in turn affect the routing decision. 
In addition, the choice of the seed affects the behavior of algorithm in terms of 
number of tree branches searched and running time. The following are three criteria 
for seed selection. Let the seed be:

• the unassigned bus stop with smallest index,

• the unassigned bus stop with maximum weight, or
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• the unassigned bus stop with minimum number of assignment sets in the 
corresponding list of potential assignments.

The first criterion is random. The second one bases the selection on the 
characteristics of the candidate bus stops. The third criterion is chosen to fit with 
the branch and bound algorithm. A bus stop with a big load is a determinant factor 
in forming clusters because it cannot be fitted easily into generated clusters as in the 
case of bus stops with smaller loads. Hence, selecting the unassigned bus stop with 
maximum load as the seed for the next search increases the quality of the solution 
obtained since the assignments inspected are more likely to occur in the optimal 
solution. The third criterion results from the fact that the search in the algorithm 
is depth-first breadth-second. A new portion of the search tree is generated for 
each feasible set in the assignment lists. As a consequence, it is better to process 
smaller lists first in order to decrease the size of the search tree. Moreover, at the 
late branches cost infeasibility becomes dominant in eliminating assignment sets for 
inspection. Hence, keeping large bsts to the later stages of the algorithm discards 
large portions of the potential tree search.

Definition of costs. There are two types of costs contributing to the objective 
function value of the GAP: Incremental cost comes from individual assignments of 
bus stops to clusters. Fixed cost is incurred when a cluster is set up. We introduce 
the definition of the incremental cost term represented in the objective function of 
the GAP by d(i,j). The cost measure d{i,j) is defined as a measure of distance 
between cluster i and bus stop j. In what follows we introduce four different distance 
measures used to generate different cluster shapes. Referring to Figure 4.3, ŵe denote 
by r(i) the reference point of cluster /, it is the first bus stop assigned to cluster / 
and so it is the bus stop located at the same site as the cluster itself. We also denote 
by pq the Euclidean distance between points p and q on the network. A point can 
be a bus stop or a cluster.

1. d{p.q) = pq, here the distance measure is the Euclidean distance between 
cluster p and bus stop q. The incremental cost term then reduces to the 
total sum of the Euclidean distance between bus stop j  and cluster i over all 
assignments; see Figure 4.3.a.
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b. Distance Measure 2

P2

d. Distance Measure 4

Figure 4.3: Four Different Distance Measures for Clustering

2. d{l,q) = pq̂  here the distance measure between cluster / and bus stop q gives 
the Euclidean distance between bus stop q and p, the last bus stop assigned to 
cluster /. With this distance measure the cluster takes the form of a route that 
visits the assigned points to the cluster however it grows in only one direction; 
see Figure 4.3.6.

3. d{l,q) = min piq̂  where p̂ ’s are the bus stops assigned to cluster I which do
V p ,

not precede any of the other bus stops assigned to cluster /. The cluster / 
formed in this case is a route built by assigning the nearest feasible bus stop 
to its endpoints starting with r(/). The route grows in two directions only; 
see Figure 4.3.C.

4. d(l,q) = min{minpt-9 ,7’(/)g}, here the next bus stop assigned to cluster / is
P̂t

the bus stop that is nearest to any of the endpoints or to the reference node 
of the cluster /. This distance measure approximates the detour in the route 
induced by the next assignment. The cluster configuration shows multiple 
route segments that intersect at a single point which is the reference point of 
the cluster; see Figure 4.3.d.
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A lgorithm  C om plexity. In the worst case, one bus stop is assigned whenever 
the algorithm perforins Step 2. Hence each time all bus stops are assigned we have 
constructed at most n lists to be inspected by backtracking. When constructing the

list, we solve at most K x (/i -  / + 1) knapsack problems which means we have 
at most A' X (n — i + 1) assignment sets to be inspected. Each time we go back to 
the previous list we explore a new portion of the search tree. If we denote by A(n) 
the complexity of the algorithm we use to solve one knapsack problem in terms of 
n the total number of bus stops to be assigned, then the worst case behavior of the 
algorithm is in the order of /?!A'^A(n).

The average complexity of the algorithm depends on three factors: cost terms 
d{i.j)  and Fi, load of bus stops, and cluster capacities. First, costs affect the 
behavior of the algorithm through cost feasibility. An important portion of the 
search tree can be discarded when the inspected assignment sets are infeasible in 
terms of cost. Second, with higher cluster capacities and lower bus stop loads more 
assignments are made. Consequently, the lists constructed in the algorithm are fewer 
and shorter. This reduces the search tree both in depth and in breadth. Because of 
the special structure of the problem we consider, the three stated factors significantly 
reduce the complexity of the algorithm which enables us to solve relatively large 
problems.

4.2 The B us Stop Routing A lgorithm

The solution generated by the branch and bound algorithm used to solve the 
clustering formulation results in each resident assigned to one bus stop which is 
in turn assigned to one cluster. Consequently, each resident is assigned to only one 
cluster. Hence, at the end of the clustering stage, we have residents grouped into 
clusters each of which is serviced by one bus. Then the problem reduces to a number 
of independent routing problems. Each routing problem is defined on a different 
cluster and all potential bus stop sites in that cluster. We also add the company 
as bus stop number 1 where the route starts and ends, and to which no resident 
assignments are made. In each cluster, the routing problem is to locate a subset of 
bus stops among the potential bus stop sites, to assign residents to bus stops, and 
to form bus routes on these bus stops. To solve the routing problems we develop a
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bus stop routing algorithm that generates one route at a time.

The routing procedure is based on repeating assigning residents to bus stops 
and building routes on these bus stops until no more improvement in the objective 
function is obtained. The two optimization criteria considered in the routing phase 
are the total route length and the total walking distance. Both criteria are measured 
in the same unit of distance, however they are not proportional. Consequently, we 
use weighting [26] to form a single objective function. The weights associated with 
each of the objective terms highlight the importance accorded to one of the terms 
over the other. The algorithm can be described by the following three steps:

1. assign residences to bus stops according to the minimum walking distance 
assignment criterion. Calculate the total assignment cost which is equivalent 
to the total resident walking distance.

2. solve a traveling salesman problem over the set of bus stops with non-empty 
loads. Find the cost of the TSP tour which is equivalent to the total route 
length,

3. Improvement Scheme: remove a subset of bus stops , reassign residences, where 
each is assigned to the nearest available bus stop. Check if all residents are 
within walking distance from their assigned stops, then record the weighted 
cost and continue the improvement scheme. Else, the last removal is infeasible , 
restore the bus stop and its assignments and continue the improvement scheme.

Step one is similar to the first part of the clustering algorithm where each residence 
is assigned to a bus stop according to the minimum walking distance criterion we 
described earlier. Consequently, by recording the assignments of residences to bus 
stops done in the first step of the clustering algorithm, Step 1 of the routing algorithm 
can be omitted.

To construct a route on a set of bus stops, we use Eastman’s algorithm for the 
traveling salesman problem which is a branch and bound algorithm that finds the 
optimal TSP tour. The Eastman-algorithm solves the easier assignment problem 
that allows sub-tours and then systematically forbids sub-tours until finally a tour 
is obtained that is optimal. The algorithm finds the exact solution in a reasonable
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amount of time for small to moderate size traveling salesman problems [16]. The 
last step of the algorithm is described below in more details.

4.2.1 R outing Im provem ent Scheme

The improvement scheme attempts to decrease the total weighted objective of the 
routing phase. The objective is the weighted sum of the total walking distance and 
the total route length. The scheme iterates over the potential bus stop sites in a 
cluster: remove a subset of bus stops at a time, repeatedly perform assignments 
and routing on the bus stops left, and find the weighted objective value. Select the 
configuration that gives the minimum weighted objective value. The improvement 
scheme can be performed for subsets of bus stops of different cardinalities until no 
more improvement is obtained. In the current implementation of the algorithm, we 
perform the improvement scheme for subsets of cardinality one only. We now define 
the notation used through the algorithm and describe its steps.

Notation

For a cluster k defined by,

Sk = i in-i}i Set of bus stops assigned to cluster k, found by the branch
and bound algorithm.

S = Sk^ F = i Updated set of bus stops with the firm as bus stop
number 1 and ji = for / G {1,..., n -  1}.

Ik = {¿1, ¿2? · · · i ¿m} = ^j2U,... ,  U/jn-1· Set of residences assigned to bus
stops in Sk, it is the union of sets which represent set of residences assigned to 
bus stop jh. in Sk- Each residence i has a weight u>,·.

D: (n — l)x(n -  1) matrix giving distances between every pair of bus stops in 5.

uj: the maximum walking distance.

u;l,u'2: w'eights associated with assignment and routing total distances
respectively.
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Im provem ent A lgorithm

Initialize Step 1: Initialize

1. Z = oo, best weighted objective found so far.

2. / = 0. step index.

3. resident walking distance for every bus stop jh, € Sk-
iei:ih

4. Z = ^ijh' total resident walking distance for all bus stops G Sk.
Ji,€Sk

I te ra te  Step 2: / = / + 1.

Test: If / = 1, then go to 3. Else, form distance matrix for TSP by removing 
row and column from distance matrix D. Go to step 3.

Step 3: Using Eastman’s Algorithm, solve the TSP over the distance matrix 
defined in Step 2. Find the length of the TSP tour, call it Z21. Go to step .5.

Step 4: Assign each residence in /j, to the nearest bus stop in the set Sk — {jt}.

Test: If every resident is assigned to a bus stop within the maximum walking 
distance uj, then calculate which is the weighted sum of the distances from the 
newly assigned residences to their bus stops. The weight here corresponds to the 
number of residents to be serviced from the same residence. Go to Step 2. Else, the 
last iteration is not feasible with respect to resident assignments, set Zĵ  = 00. Go 
to step 5.

Test for New Assignm ents Step 5: Calculate the weighted objective for 
iteration / as Z/ = ml · (^  “ ) + w2- Z21.

Test: If Z; < Z, then update Z = Z/, store the TSP tour found at step 3 and 
the new assignments made at step 4. Go to step 6. Else, restore bus stop /, and the 
its assignments. Go to step 6.
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Step 6: if / < » -  1, then go to step 2. Else, the best weighted objective found 
and stored in Z. Stop the algorithm.

In the next chapter, we present our computational experience with the algorithms 
described in this chapter.



Chapter 5

Numerical Testing

The proposed solution method is implemented in a series of three programs written 
in standard Fortran 77. The three modules that were implemented are:

• Initialization module: this constructs the matrices defining the GAP to be 
solved in clustering. The input to this code is the number of residences and 
their respective coordinates and weights, and the number of potential bus stops 
and their respective coordinates.

• GAP solver module: this solves the GAP defined by the initialization module. 
It outputs the number of clusters generated and the list of assignments of bus 
stops to each cluster.

• Bus routing module: here, bus routes are constructed on each cluster generated 
by the GAP solver module.

The clustering and routing algorithms are then tested on a sample test problem 
and for different characteristics of the PBRP. The aim is, first, to test the validity 
of the approach and the behavior of the algorithms. Second, we want to investigate 
the effect of the problem characteristics on the behavior of both algorithms and on 
the quality of solutions generated. Third, we wish to test the impact of different 
algorithmic strategies on the solutions obtained. We discuss in what follows the 
results of the tests of the clustering algorithm. Then, the results of the routing 
algorithm are presented.

51
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5.1 Tests o f the C lustering A lgorithm

In this section we describe the test problem and the criteria used to test the clustering 
algorithm. We then investigate the effect of varying these criteria on the behavior 
of the algorithm in terms of running time and on the quality of clusters generated 
in terms of shape and size.

5.1.1 E xperim ental Setup

Test Problem

Empirical tests are conducted using the algorithm on sample data obtained from 
an electronics company situated in the suburbs of Ankara. Data provided consists 
of residence addresses for employees living in a selected district of Ankara. The 
municipal bus stops in the district are chosen to serve as pot<̂ ntial bus stop sites. 
For this test problem, the number of residences is 155 with total number of employees 
to be serviced 270. The number of bus stops is 68. The number of bus types is set 
to 3 with capacities: 50, 40, and 30. Suppose there 10 vehicles, then the 0 - 1  
integer formulation we propose in Section 3.3.2 results in over 153000 variables and 
over 469400 constraints. After the first Step of the clustering algorithm, 58 bus 
stops turn out to have non zero loads. These bus stops are used in the tests of the 
branch and bound algorithm. With each cluster corresponding to one bus route, 
the number of employees assigned to each cluster shouldn’t exceed cluster capacity. 
Consequently, at least six clusters need to be generated for this problem in order to 
satisfy total transportation requirements: e.g.. five clusters of type 1 with capacity 
50 and one cluster of type 3 with capacity 30.

Criteria Tested

The clustering algorithm is tested for four different criteria:

• Distance Measure. Abbreviated DM. The distance measure defines the cost 
added ŵ hen a bus stop is assigned to a cluster. In order to control the cluster
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shapes generated we define in Section 4.1.3 four different distance measures.

-  distance measure 1: Euclidean distance between the bus stop and
the reference point of the cluster. The reference point is, as defined 
previously, the site of the cluster or the bus stop that corresponds to the 
cluster.

-  distance measure 2: Euclidean distance between the bus stop and the 
last assigned bus stop to the cluster.

-  distance measure 3: minimum Euclidean distance between the bus stop 
and the two endpoints of the cluster. The endpoints are the bus stops 
which do not precede any of the bus stops in the cluster.

-  distance measure 4: minimum Euclidean distance between the bus stop, 
and the endpoints of the cluster or its reference point.

• Cost Function. Abbreviated CF. The cost function or the objective function 
of the clustering problem represents the optimization criteria considered when 
clusters are generated. The optimization criterion is to minimize the number 
of clusters and the cost of assignments of bus stops to clusters. The first term 
is measured by taking the sum of all assignment costs relative to the specified 
distance measure. The second term is measured by incurring a fixed cost 
whenever a new cluster is generated. To test the behavior of the algorithm 
with different combinations of both terms, we run the GAP solver module 
for two objective functions defined by: assignment term only, weighted sum of 
both terms. When weighting is used both weights sum up to one. Let WTl be 
the weight associated with the assignment cost term. Then, WT2 = 1-WTl.

Moreover, we test the algorithm by setting an upper bound on the unused 
capacity for generated clusters. We then compare the effect of imposing an 
upper bound on the unused capacity versus including a fixed cost term in the 
objective function.

• Seed Selection Rule. Abbreviated SSR. This is the criterion used to select 
the unassigned bus stop with which the next iteration in the branch and bound 
algorithm is initiated. We propose three different seed selection criteria.

-  seed selection rule 1: it chooses the unctssigned bus stop with smallest 
index.
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-  seed selection rule 2: the iinassigned bus stop with maximum weight.

-  seed selection rule 3: the unassigned bus stop with minimum number of 
assignment sets in the corresponding list of potential assignments.

• Fleet Characteristics. Two characteristics of the fleet of buses are expected 
to affect the behavior of the algorithm. The number of bus types K increases 
the size of the problem and complicates clustering. The capacity (Cap i, where 
i G {1 ,..., A'}) of buses is expected to affect the running time of the algorithm. 
Both characteristics are tested below. Since each cluster is traversed by one 
bus, than we use bus types and cluster types to refer to the same characteristic. 
In the test problem, there are three bus or cluster types: cluster type 1 (CTl) 
with capacity 50, cluster type 2 (CT2) with capacity 40, cluster type 3 (CT3) 
with capacity 30.

Measures of Performance

In what follows we use the following measures of performance to test the behavior 
of the clustering algorithm.

• Running Time. Abbreviated RT. This is the time the GAP solver module 
takes in cpu seconds. This quantity is used as a measure of the efficiency of 
the algorithm for all the tests except when the effect of the distance measure 
on the shape of clusters generated is tested. Using different distance measures 
aims mainly to generate different cluster shapes.

• Objective Function Value. Abbreviated OFV. This is the total cost of 
the clusters generated. This depends on the distance measure and the cost 
function used. For different distance measures, the objective function values 
are not comparable.

• Number of Clusters. Abbreviated NbCl. This gives the number of clusters 
generated by the clustering algorithm. This measure is of interest mainly when 
different cost functions are tested, since one of the main optimization criteria 
in the clustering stage is the number of clusters.

• Number of Clusters of each Type. Abbreviated CT ¿, where i 6 {1,2,3}. 
This gives the number of clusters generated of each type. This measure is used
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to compare the efFect of using different forms of the objective function.

• Total Capacity Incurred. Abbreviated TC. This is the total sum of 
capacities of clusters generated. The lowest feasible total capacity is equal 
to the total weight of residences which is 270.

• Percent Excess Capacity. Abbreviated %EC. This is the percent unused 
capacity of the clusters generated. The unused capacity is the total bus 
capacity less the total weight of residences.

5.1.2 E xperim ent 1: EfFect o f D istance M easure

The distance measure defines the cost associated with assigning a bus stop to a 
cluster. The cost is used in solving knapsack problems generated at Step 2 of 
the branch and bound algorithm. The four different distance measures described 
previously are used to generate different cluster shapes. The effect of each of the 
four distance measures on cluster shapes is illustrated by carrying out test runs of 
the clustering algorithm using the available data set. At this stage, we are interested 
in the generated cluster shapes which depend on the distance measure and not on the 
seed selection criteria or on the cost function used . Thus, we fix the cost function 
to be the sum of assignment costs and the seed to be the bus stop with the least 
number of possible assignments. Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show the clusters generated for 
each of the four distance measures respectively.

Figure 5.1: Clusters Generated via Distance Measure 1
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Figure 5.2: Clusters Generated via Distance Measure 2

Figure 5.3; Clusters Generated via Distance Measure 3

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, clusters generated using distance measure 1 tend 

to take circular forms. This follows from the fact that the cost associated with each 

assignment using this distance measure is the Euclidean distance from the bus stop 

to the reference point of the cluster. Distance measures 2 and 3 result in linear 

clusters since the bus stop assigned next is the nearest to one of the endpoints and 

not to the cluster site itself. This is illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Distance 

measure 4 gives a compromise between including in a cluster the bus stop nearest 

to the reference point of the cluster or to the endpoints which are bus stops already 

assigned to the cluster. Refer to Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Clusters Generated via Distance Measure 3 

5.1.3 E xperim ent 2: Effect of Cost Function

'I'he objective function of the clustering problem consists of two terms: a fixed cost 

term associated with establishing a cluster, and an incremental cost term associated 

with the cost of assignment of a bus stop to a cluster. The fixed cost stands for the 

cost incurred when a new bus is used, this includes bus procurement costs and driver- 

hiring costs. The incremental costs are measured in distance and, using different 

distance measures, approximate the detour in the bus-route induced by assigning 

the next available bus stop to the cluster. The cost terms are not in the same unit of 

measure, so we combine both cost terms into a single overall objective by assigning 

weights to each of them. The weights assigned show the relative importance of each 

of the objective terms. Tests are conducted to illustrate the effect of various weights 

on the clustering process.

Additional tests are conducted to determine the effect of using an upper bound 

on the unused capacity for the clusters generated. The smaller the upper bound the 

lower the number of clusters generated. In these tests only the incremental costs are 

included in the objective function. The clustering code was executed with the forth 

distance measure and with seed selection rule one. The runs are carried out for three 

values of weights. We mention that the weights of both terms sum up to one. The 

output of main interest here is the number of clusters generated, the total capacity 

allocated and the cluster types used.
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W T l RT NbCl % EC TC C Tl CT2 CT3
1.0 2.25 9 6.90 290 0 4 7
.75 3.19 7 3..57 280 1 3 3
.25 2..50 6 3.57 280 4 2 0

Table 5.1: Effect of Weights in Cost Function

Referring to Table 5.1, as the weight assigned to the incremental cost term decre2ises 
with respect to the weight assigned to the fixed cost, the total assignment costs 
decrease while the total fixed costs increase. Hence, the number of clusters generated 
decreases and the proportion of unused capacity from the sum of cluster capacities 
obtained also decreases. In the case where a weight of 1 is assigned to incremental 
costs, the algorithm tends to assign bus stops to nearer clusters since no cost is 
incurred when a new cluster is opened. Consequently, a higher number of clusters 
with smaller capacities are generated. The optimal solution to such an objective 
function is to assign each bus stop to one of the clusters located in the same site, this 
wiD result in an objective function value of zero. However, the algorithm doesn’t lead 
to such a solution because it tries to assign the maximum feasible number of bus stops 
to a cluster, once the cluster is opened. Assigning a weight of 0 to the incremental 
costs implies that all costs incurred are due to the fixed cost term. Consequently, 
the minimum number of clusters possible is generated. To achieve this, the clusters 
tend to be of higher capacities to allow for more assignments. As the incremental 
cost weight decreases, the number of clusters of types 2 and 3 decrecises, while the 
number of clusters of type 1 increases. This results from the fact that as the weight 
of the fixed costs increase, the latter dominate the incremental costs. So, the number 
of clusters generated decreases. In addition, since only the number of clusters causes 
an increase in the objective function value, the total capacity may not be minimal 
even if the minimum possible number of clusters is generated.

Table 5.2 shows the results obtained for four different upper bound values on 
the unused capacity per cluster. First, the upper bound is set to infinity, that is, 
there is no restriction on the unused capacity per cluster. The resulting objective 
function value is lowest and the total capacity is highest. As the upper bound 
on the unused capacity decreases, the capacity usage increases and the objective 
function value increases also. Even though the number of clusters is the same, the
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total capacity decreases and the types used also change. When the capacity upper 
bound decreases type 3 is used more because smaller capacitated clusters imply lower 
assignment costs. However, this does not necessarily apply when the upper bound 
approaches zero.

UBd RT NbCl OFV % EC TC C T l CT2 CT3
CX) 2.40 8 117.29 6.90 290 0 5 3
7 2.68 8 131.98 3.57 280 1 2 5
4 2.58 8 129.91 0 270 1 1 6
2 2.14 6 179.39 0 270 3 3 0

Table 5.2: Effect of Unused Capacity Upper Bound

Comparing the number and type of clusters generated by each of the two forms 
for the cost function, we note that in the first case a lower number of clusters is 
generated, also clusters generated tend to have higher capacities. In the second 
case, the unused capacity is lowered while the number of clusters is not minimized. 
With the fixed cost term in the objective function, the clusters tend to be of higher 
capacities in order to generate less clusters. With the unused capacity bound, the 
number of clusters generated is not taken into account, and the clusters generated are 
the ones with lower incremental costs and unused capacity below the upper bound. 
The results of the test runs are consistent with expectations. Refer to Tables 5.1 
and 5.2.

To sum up, we have the following results.

-  Including a fixed cost term in the objective function decreases the number 
of cluster generated, while it does not necessarily minimize the total 
capacity.

-  Imposing an upper bound on the unused capacity per cluster improves 
the capacity usage by allocating lower total capacity. However, ft does 
not necessarily result in the minimum number of clusters required.

-  Comparing the types of clusters generated by including a fixed term in 
the objective function to the ones generated by imposing an upper bound 
on unused capacity per cluster, we find that types of higher capacities are
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generated in the first case, while types of lower capacities are generated 
in the second case, except when the upper bound approaches zero.

5.1.4 Experim ent 3: Effect of Seed Selection  Rule

At Step 2 of the branch and bound algorithm, we specify a seed selection rule that 
is used to form the list of potential assignments to be inspected in the next steps of 
the algorithm. The seed chosen at any stage of the algorithm affects the assignments 
made as well as the running time of the algorithm. The three seed selection criteria 
proposed are: unassigned bus stop with smallest index, unassigned bus stop with 
maximum weight, and unassigned bus stop with minimum number of assignment 
sets.

Table 5.3 shows a summary of the relevant performance measures for each seed

SSR DM RT NbCl OFV % EC TC

1 1 1.56 8 200.92 10.0 300
2 1 2.40 8 117.29 6.90 290
3 1 2.22 8 241.87 0 270
1 2 2.06 9 101.72 12.9 310
2 2 1.72 9 63.68 6.90 290
3 2 2.41 7 144.83 10 300
1 4 2.25 9 107.74 6.90 290
2 4 3.07 7 93.16 3.57 280
3 4 1.68 7 127.48 6.90 290

Table 5.3: Effect of Seed Selection Rule with Cost Function 1

selection rule. The results in this table are found for objective function 1, and 
distance measures 1, 2, and 4. Table 5.4 shows the same performance measures 
for objective function 2, and distance measure 1. The second selection criterion 
dominates the other two in terms of objective function value, which is to be expected 
since bus stops with big weights tend to determine the clusters generated. In terms of 
running time, the third criterion dominates the first two criteria in most of the runs. 
This is to be expected since the third criterion is designed to fit with the branch and 
bound algorithm. We note that the first criterion which is random performs fairly 
well both in terms of objective function values and running time. In summary:
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SSR W T l RT NbCl OFV % EC TC
1 .75 2.04 8 223.5 3.57 280
2 .75 3.13 8 152.92 6.90 290
3 .75 1.24 7 269.83 10 300

Table 5.4: Effect of Seed Selection Rule With Cost Function 2

-  Seed selection rule 2 dominates the other two rules in terms of objective 
function value.

-  Seed selection rule .3 dominates the first two in terms of running time.

5.1.5 E xperim ent 4: Effect of Bus T ypes

SSR DM K RT NbCl OFV % EC TC
2 4 3 3.07 7 93.16 3.57 280
2 4 2 1.89 7 88.22 12.9 310
3 4 3 1.68 7 127.48 6.90 290
3 4 2 9.71 7 145.61 12.9 310
3 2 3 2.44 7 144.83 10.0 300
3 2 2 1.44 7 148.64 12.9 310

Table 5.5: Effect of Bus Types

Two characteristics of the buses affect the behavior of the algorithm: the number 
of bus types, and the corresponding bus capacities. First, the number of potential 
clusters increases proportionally with the number of bus types and the location 
decision becomes more complicated. For example, for a clustering problem with 
n = 20 bus stops to be grouped into clusters, the number of potential clusters when 
two bus types (A' = 2) are considered is m = 40, and when three bus types(A' = 3) 
are considered is m = 60. A bigger number of potential clusters results in longer 
assignment lists in Step 2 of the branch and bound algorithm which leads to more 
branches to be inspected in the search tree. Thus we expect the running time to 
increase when increasing the number of bus types. Table 5.5 shows sample runs 
of the algorithm for K = 2 and K  = 3, and for two different distance measures. 
The cost function counts only the assignment costs. Confirming our expectations.
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the running time in the three cases is reduced by about 38.4%, 40.2% and 42.2% 
respectively.

SSR DM Cap 1 Cap 2 Cap 3 RT NbCl OFV % EC TC
50 40 30 1.68 127.48 6.90 290
60 50 40 1..54 1.34.29 10.0 300
70 60 50 1.04 144.48 3.57 280

Table 5.6: Effect of Bus Capacities

Second, increasing bus capacities allows for more assignments to be made whenever 
a cluster is established. Then, both the number of bus stops and the number of 
potential clusters remaining for the next steps are lower. Both factors cause the 
number of knapsack problems in Step 2 of the algorithm to be smaller and the 
assignment lists to be shorter in length. Thus the program is expected to terminate 
faster. In fact, the ratio of total bus stop weights to individual bus capacities is a 
main factor in determining the running time of the branch and bound algorithm. A 
higher ratio implies that a higher number of clusters need to be generated, a bigger 
search tree and longer running time. Table 5.6 shows sample tests of the algorithm 
over three different capacity values while bus stop weights and number of bus types 
are kept constant. The third seed selection rule, the fourth distance measure, and 
the first form of cost function are used in these tests. According to the results shown 
in the table, the running time decreases by 8.3% when each of the three capacity 
values is increased by 10, and by 38.1% when increased by 20. As a summary, the 
following results are highlighted.

-  Fleet heterogeneity complicates the clustering problem. Moreover, 
increasing the number of types results in significant increases in running 
time: around 40%.

-  Using buses of higher capacities decreases the running time of the 
algorithm significantly.
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5.2 Tests of the Routing Algorithm

Routing is the second phase of the heuristic solution method we propose to solve 
the PBRP. At this stage, we have a set of independent clusters generated by the 
clustering algorithm. We aim to construct bus routes to service the bus stops in each 
cluster. In addition to routing, we also locate the bus stops and assign residents to 
them. The optimization criteria in routing are:

-  total walking distance of residents to their bus stops, and

-  total route length.

Since the routes are constructed for each cluster, then the routing problem reduces 
to a set of independent smaller problems, each defined on one cluster. The routing 
algorithm we described earlier uses the minimum walking distance criterion to 
make initial assignments of residents to bus stops and Eastman’s TSP algorithm to 
construct tours on the located bus stops. Since routes are constructed on individual 
clusters, the TSP algorithm finds the optimal solution in a reasonable amount of 
time. The main step of the routing algorithm is the improvement scheme which is 
used to improve the quality of solutions found through a tradeoff between shorter 
routes and better assignments of residents. This is achieved by using weighting. 
The first part of the tests we perform in this section tests the quality of solutions 
generated by the routing algorithm and the behavior of the algorithm for different 
weights. The second part tests both the clustering and the routing algorithms: for 
a selected weighting, we perform the routing algorithm on clusters resulting from 
different distance measures and test how well the distance measures approximate 
the actual routes.

5.2.1 Experim ent 5: Effect of W eights on R outes

G enerated

Following the optimization criteria of the routing phase, the objective function terms 
are: the total resident walking distance, and the total route length. We associate 
weights with each of the terms to signal the importance of each of the terms over 
the other. If WTl is the weight associated with the total resident walking distance.
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than WT2 = 1-W Tl. this is the weight associated with the total route length. In 
tlie tables below, the notation follows that used in Section 4.2.2:

Zif. initial total resident walking for bus stop ji. I = 1 correspond to the firm, 
so Zii = 0.

Zj;: total resident walking distance for residents previously assigned to the 
removed bus stop ji. Since, no assignments are made to the firm then Z(j =0.

Z2/: length of tour resulting at feasible improvement step /, here bus stop ji is 
removed. For / = 1, the tour visits the firm and <dl potential bus stops in the cluster.

In Tables 5.7 and 5.8, the entries in the three rightmost columns give the weighted 
objective function values for the weights specified in row 2. All quantities are 
measured in the same unit of distance.

T o ta l  R e s id e n t  W a lk in g  D is ta n ce ,  Z = 4 0  N u m b e r  o f  B u s  S to p s ,  n = 6

Z\i Z-2, W T l
0.25 0.5 0.75

0 0 208 166 124 71.5
6 18 207 168.25 129.5 90.75
2 6 205 164.75 114.5 84.25

M in i m u m  O b j e c t iv e  V alue  in S tep 3 3 1

Table 5.7: Effect of Varying Weights on Routes Generated: cluster of 5 
potential bus stop sites, and 2 feasible improvement steps.

Referring to Tables 5.7 and 5.8, when the weight associated with the route length 
objective is low, the use of all potential bus stops in the cluster gives the minimum 
total weighted objective function. Using all potential bus stops results in a minimal 
value for total resident walking distance since residents are then assigned according 
to the minimum walking distance criterion. As the weight associated with the total 
route length objective increases, routes with less number of bus stops give smaller 
weighted objective function values. The results depicted in the tables confirm these 
expectations.
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T o t a l  R e s id e n t  W a lk in g  D is t a n c e ,  Z = 4 2  N u m b e r  o f  B u s  S t o p s ,  n = 9

^1/ Z2l W T l
0.25 0.5 0.75

0 0 170 138 106 74
5 10 169 126.75 121.5 77.5
1 4 169 138 95.75 76
4 10 168 138 108 78
4 15 169 140 111 82

M in i m u m  O b j e c t iv e  V a lu e  in S te p 2 3 1

Table 5.8: Effect of Varying Weights on Routes Generated: cluster of S
potential bus stop sites, and 4 feasible improvement steps.

a. Cluster Gern^ratecl with Distance Measure 1

5 10 15 20

b. Route Constructed on the above Cluster

Figure 5.5: Route on Cluster Generated via Distance Measure 1

5.2.2 Experim ent 6: Q uality o f R outes for Different 

D istance M easures

In the branch and bound algorithm of the clustering phase, we propose four different 
distance measures. The first distance measure is the simple Euclidean distance, while 
the other three aim to approximate the detour in the route caused by the inclusion of 
a candidate bus stop. In order to analyze the performance of the distance measures, 
we construct the routes on a set of sample clusters for the four distance measures. 
Figures 5.5 through 5.7 show the routes generated by the clustering algorithm and 
the routes corresponding to clusters.
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a. Clusters Generated with Distance Measures 2 and 3

Figure 5.6: Routes on Clusters Generated via Distance Measures 2 and 3

a. Cluster Ger^erated with Distance Measure 4

Figure 5.7: Route on Cluster Generated via Distance Measure 4
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The routes constructed on clusters generated with the use of distance measure 
2 and 3 imitate the line of assignments of bus stops to clusters. This results from 
the fact that the distance measures are developed to generate clusters in the form 
of routes. Distance measures 2 and 3 would be more efficient when the bus stops 
are well spaced in the cluster. If the bus stop are densely distributed, then distance 
measure 4 would result in better clusters and consequently routes. This is illustrated 
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, vve discussed the characteristiocs of a personnel bus routing problem 
termed PBRP. We gave a multi-objective mathematical formulation of the problem, 
and developed a heuristic method to solve it. We defined the PBRP as the problem 
of designing a set of pickup and delivery routes, locating a set of bus stops, and 
assigning employees to bus stops in order to daily transport the employees back and 
forth from the company to their residences.

The PBRP is a location routing problem compounded by several complications. 
First, the problem has a multi-objective nature. The main objectives of the problem 
are: minimize personnel satisfaction with the transportation system, minimize
system operating costs, and minimize fleet size. Second, the PBRP is a large 
scale problem in terms of the number of personnel to be serviced at a time and 
the underlying geographical area. Third, the fleet of vehicles is assumed to be 
heterogeneus. Vehicles have different capacities. Which type of vehicle to put in 
operation is a decision of the problem. Finally, location routing problems, and 
consequently the PBRP, are difficult problems and are in most of the instances NP- 
hard problems.

Based on the PBRP characteristics and objectives, we gave a mathematical model 
that considers the multi-objective nature of the problem and the heterogeneity of the 
fleet. Then, we developed a two-phase solution methodology to generate solutions to 
the model. Phase one of the proposed solution method is a clustering algorithm. The
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clustering algorithm is devised to group employees’ residences into clusters each of 
which is serviced by one vehicle. This is achieved by solving a structured generalized 
assignment problem via a branch and bound heuristic algorithm. The branch and 
bound heuristic algorithm is based on the set partitioning tree search methods and it 
uses iterative column generation. The branch and bound algorithm minimizes fleet 
size, decides on vehicle types to be put in operation, and implicitely minimizes total 
route length through using different distance measures. The distnace measures are 
designed to appoximate the route length resulting once a cluster is set up. Moreover, 
we judged the objective of employees satisfaction to be of high priority. Hence, we 
kept this objective at its maximal level at the clustering stage by using a minimum 
walking distance criterion to assign residents to bus stops. In phase two, we solved a 
set of independent routing problems each defined on a cluster. The routing problem 
consists of three related subproblems: locate a set of bus stops, assign employees to 
these bus stops, and construct a route on the bus stops. The objectives dealt with 
here are total employees walking distance and total route length. To solve the routing 
problem, we used a routing algorithm that solves a traveling salesman problem and 
performs an improvement scheme iteratively. At each iteration, a subset of bus stops 
is removed in a trial to improve the total objective function value. The numerical 
testing of both the clustering and routing algorithms indicate that the results are 
consistent with expectations.

• Different distance measures affect the shape of the clusters generated and 
appoximate the routes.

• Using different seeds to initialize the steps of the branch and bound algorithm 
affect both the costs incured and the running time.

• Using fixed cost terms to penalize the use of clusters result in a minimum 
number of clusters generated.

• Imposing upper bounds on the unused capacity in generated clusters improves 
capacity usage.

• Vehicle characteristics affect the complexity of the branch and bound 
algorithm, the running time, and the size of problems it can handle.

• When distance measures that appoximate the route are used in the clustering 
phase, the routes constructed have approximately the same shape as the
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clusters.

• Associating higher weight with the walking distance objective leads to more 
bus stops located and higher routing costs, and vice-versa.

By explictly examining all these considerations, decision makers can generate a 
set of routes that are cost efficient and that achieve a desirable level of personnel 
satisfaction.

For future research, we would suggest to include the load balancing criterion that 
we propose in the mathematical model as an objective in the heuristic method. Other 
measures for loadbalancing could also be tried such as minimizing the maximum 
excess capacity. In this case, the load balancing objective would be included in 
the clustering algorithm since at that stage the assignment of employees to buses 
is performed, and consequently the loads determined. In addition to that, other 
measures of personnel satisfaction can be used. Such a measure may be minimizing 
the maximum walking distance instead of the total walking distance of employees. 
Furthermore, the routing algorithm can be changed to make use of the cluster shapes 
generated by the clustering algorithm, since they are found to approximate route 
shapes.
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